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Let D=(V, E) be a digraph with vertex set V of size n and arc set E. For u # V,
let d(u) denote the degree of u. A Meyniel set M is a subset of V such that
d(u)+d(v)2n&1 for every pair of nonadjacent vertices u and v belonging to M.
In this paper we show that if D is strongly connected, then every Meyniel set M lies
in a (directed) cycle, generalizing Meyniel’s theorem. Our proof yields an O( |M| n4)
algorithm for finding such a cycle. As a corollary it follows that if D is strongly con-
nected, then D contains a cycle through all vertices of degree n which generalizes
a result of Shi for undirected graphs.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In classical graph theory, many results about the existence of
Hamiltonian cycles (i.e., cycles that contains all vertices) in undirected
graphs have been obtained. Almost all of them deal with degrees or degree
sums of certain subsets of vertices, or with sizes of unions of neighborhoods
of certain subsets. Recently there has been interest in replacing the problem
of finding hamiltonian cycles in dense graphs by the more general problem
of finding cycles through some specified vertices (see [4, 5, 8, 11, 12]).
However, for digraphs, relatively few degree conditions are known to
guarantee hamiltonicity in digraphs (See [13, 7, 9, 10, 13]), and almost
no results about (directed) cycles through specified vertices. In this paper
we extend Meyniel’s classical theorem about hamiltonian cycles in digraphs
to directed cycles through specified vertices.
In general, the problem of finding a cycle through a given set of vertices
is more difficult for digraphs than for undirected graphs, even for the
special case of two vertices. For example, Fortune, Hopcroft, and Wyllie
[6] have shown that the problem of finding a cycle through two prescribed
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vertices in digraphs is NP-complete, while the same problem for undirected
graphs is relatively easy.
Let D=(V, E) be a digraph with vertex set V of size n and arc set E. For
u # V, let d +(u), d &(u), and d(u) denote the outdegree, indegree, and
degree of u, respectively, i.e., d(u)=d +(u)+d &(u). A Woodall set W is a
subset of V satisfying d +(u)+d &(v)n for every pair u, v # W and uv  E.
A Meyniel set M is a subset of V such that d(u)+d(v)2n&1 for every
pair of u, v in M which are nonadjacent in D. Obviously, a Woodall set is
a Meyniel set but the reverse is not true. Woodall [13] proved that if V
is a Woodall set, then D is hamiltonian. Meyniel [9] generalized Woodall’s
Theorem by showing that if D is strongly connected and V is a Meyniel set,
then D is hamiltonian. In this paper we prove the following generalization
of Meyniel’s theorem.
Theorem 1. Let D be a digraph of order n. If D is strongly connected,
then every Meyniel set M lies in a (directed ) cycle.
The following result is an immediately corollary of Theorem 1.
Corollary 2. Let D be a digraph of order n. If D is strongly connected,
then D contains a cycle through all vertices of degree at last n.
An analogous result for undirected graphs is the following corollary due
to Shi [11].
Corollary 3 (Shi [11]). If G is an undirected graph that contains at
least three vertices of degree at least n2, then there exists a cycle in G con-
taining all vertices of degree at least n2.
Theorem 1 also generalizes the following classical theorems.
Corollary 4 (Meyniel [9]). Let D be a digraph of order n. If D is
strongly connected and d(u)+d(v)2n&1 for all nonadjacent vertices u and
v, then D is hamiltonian.
Corollary 5 Woodall [13]). Let D be a digraph of order n. If
d +(u)+d &(v)n for all pair u, v # V, where there is no arc from u to v,
then D is hamiltonian.
Corollary 6 (Ghouila-Houri [7]). Let D be a digraph of order n. If
D is strongly connected and d(u)n for all u # V, then D is hamiltonian.
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2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
In this paper we consider simple digraphs D=(V, E); i.e., no two arcs
have the same head and tail. Let uv be an arc of D with tail u and head
v. Vertex u is called an in-neighbour of v and v is called an out-neighbour
of u. For UV, let N +U (v) and N
&
U (v) denote the sets of out-neighbours
and in-neighbours of v which lie in U, respectively, and denote the
cardinalities of these two sets by d +U (v) and d
&
U (v), respectively. Set
dU (v)=d +U (v)+d
&
U (v). For simplicity, we just write N
+
V ( } ), N
&
V ( } ), d
+
V ( } ),
d&V ( } ), and dV ( } ) simply as N
+( } ), N &( } ), d +( } ), d &( } ), and d( } ), respec-
tively. For H a subdigraph of D, we denote by V(H) the vertex set of H,
and for simplicity, denote N +V(H)( } ), N
&
V(H)( } ), d
+
V(H)( } ), d
&
V(H)( } ), and
dV(H)( } ) simply by N +H ( } ), N
&
H ( } ), d
+
H ( } ), d
&
H ( } ), and dH( } ), respectively.
A (directed) v0vk -trail T of length k in D is a finite nonnull sequence
v0v1 } } } vk of vertices such that, for i=0, 1, ..., k&1, v ivi+1 is an arc in
D and no arc is repeated. For vi and vj (i< j), we denote by T[vi , vj] the
subtrail of T from vi to vj , i.e., T[vi , v j]=vivi+1 } } } v j . For convenience,
we also use T (T[vi , vj]) to denote the vertex set of the corresponding
trail (subtrail). Let \(T) denote the number of internal vertices that are
repeated, i.e., occur more than one time in T. A path is a trail whose
vertices are all distinct. A cycle is a trail such that v0=vk and the other
vertices are all distinct.
Vertex v is called reachable from u if there is a path from u to v in D.
Digraph D is called strongly connected if any two vertices are reachable
from each other. Denote by dist(u, v) the distance between u and v, i.e., the
length of a shortest path from u to v.
In this paper we use two new techniques. First we extend the concept of
a bypass which is a simple path to the concept of a generalized bypass
which is a trail. Second, we use multi-insertion (see Lemma 2) instead of
simple insertion. Let M be a Meyniel set and C be a cycle. A generalized
C-bypass T (with respect to M) is a trail such that only the endpoints x
and y belong to V(C) and at least one internal vertex belongs to M. Note
that we allow x and y to be the same vertex.
Let P=v1 v2 } } } vp be a path and u be a vertex not on P. If there are two
vertices vm and vm+1 such that vmu # E and uvm+1 # E, then P can be
extended to include u by replacing arc vmvm+1 by path vmuvm+1 . We also
say that u can be inserted into P.
The following two lemmas are useful.
Lemma 1. Let P=v1 v2 } } } vp be a path in D and u be a vertex not on P.
If dP(u)p+2, then there exist two consecutive vertices vm and vm+1 on P
such that vmu # E and uvm+1 # E, and hence u can be inserted into P.
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Proof. Suppose that Lemma 1 is false. Set K=[vi | vi&1 # N &P (u)] and
L=[vi | vi # N +P (u)]. Hence K & L=<. Since K _ LV(P), |K|+|L|p.
Thus we have dP(u)=|N &P (u)|+|N
+
P (u)||K|+1+|L|p+1, a con-
tradiction. K
Lemma 2 (Multi-insertion). Let P and Q be two (vertex) disjoint paths
and K be a subset of V(P). If every vertex z in K can be inserted into Q, then
there exists a path Q$ with the same endpoints as Q such that V(Q)
V(Q$)V(Q) _ V(P) and Q$ contains all vertices of K; i.e., K can be multi-
inserted into Q.
Proof. Set |K|=k. We prove this lemma by induction on k. Suppose
that Q is a path with origin a and terminus b. First, Lemma 2 is trivial if
k1. We assume that Lemma 2 is true for all integers which are less than
k2. We label K as v1 , v2 , ..., vk in the order they occur along P. Since v1
can be inserted into Q, there is an arc uv on Q such that uv1 # E and
v1v # E. Let t be the maximum subscript such that vt v # E. Then we obtain
a new ab-path Q"=Q[a, u] uv1P[v1 , vt] vtvQ[v, b]. Let P"=P[vt+1 , vk].
By the choice of t, we have vi v  E for i=t+1, t+2, ..., k, and hence, it is
easy to check that every vi , for i=t+1, t+2, ..., k, can be inserted into Q".
By the inductive assumption, there is an ab-path Q$ such that V(Q")V(Q$)
V(Q") _ V(P") and Q$ contains every vi for i=t+1, t+2, ..., k. Since V(Q)
V(Q")V(Q) _ V(P), Q$ is also a desired path in Lemma 2. K
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We prove Theorem 1 by contradiction. Let D be a strongly connected
digraph and M be a Meyniel set. Suppose that there is no cycle in D
through M. Since D is strongly connected, there is a cycle C which contains
at least one vertex of M. Since C does not contain all vertices of M and D
is strongly connected, it is easily verified that there exists a generalized
C-bypass.
In fact, there is a generalized C-bypass T with \(T )1. To see this, we
first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let u and v be two vertices in M. Then either dist(u, v)2 or
dist(u, v)2; i.e., any two vertices in M are reachable from one to another
by a path of length at most two.
Proof. If uv # E or vu # E, then Lemma 3 is trivially true. Now suppose
that there is no arc between u and v. Then we have d(u)+d(v)2n&1
which implies that either d +(u)+d &(v)n or d +(v)+d &(u)n, this in
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turn implies that N +(u) & N&(v){< or N+(v) & N&(u){<. Lemma 3
follows. K
Now let v be a vertex of M which is not in C. Let u # V(C) & M. By
Lemma 3 there is a path between u and v whose length is at most two.
Without loss of generality, let vwu be such a path. Since D is strongly con-
nected, there is also a path Q from C to v. Since w is the only possible
repeated internal vertex, the generalized C-bypass T=Q _ vwu satisfies
\(T )1.
Let T be a generalized C-bypass with origin x and terminus y, where
x, y # V(C). Let v # M be a vertex which is in T but not in C. Set
P1=T[x, v] and P2=[v, y]. Let x+ denote the vertex of C immediately
following x in the direction of C and y& be the vertex of C immediately
preceding y in C. Define S=C[x+, y&] and B=C[ y, x]. Let R denote
the set of vertices of V(D) which are not in C, i.e., R=V"V(C).
We choose a cycle C and a generalized C-bypass T such that
(i) C contains as many vertices of M as possible,
(ii) \(T ) is minimum subject to (i),
(iii) the length of S is minimum subject to (i) and (ii), and
(iv) the length of T is minimum subject to (i), (ii), and (iii).
That is, we choose C and T such that the 4-tuple ( |M|&|V(C) & M|,
\(T ), |S|, |T | ) is lexicographically minimum.
It follows immediately from this minimality condition that \(T )1 and
both P1 and P2 are simple paths.
Lemma 4. Let v # T"[x, y] and u # S such that both v and u belong to
M. If dR(v)+dR(u)2 |R|&2 and dB(v)|B|+1, then dB(u)|B|+2
and, hence, u can be inserted into B.
Proof. By the minimality of S, v has no neighbors in S which implies
that dS(v)=0 and further dC(v)=dB(v)|B|+1 and v and u are not adjacent.
Obviously, dC(u)=dS(u)+dB(u)2( |S|&1)+dB(u). Therefore, we have
2n&1d(v)+d(u)=dR(v)+dR(u)+dC(v)+dC(u)
2 |R|&2+|B|+1+2(|S|&1)+dB(u)
=2n&|B|&3+dB(u),
so that dB(u)|B|+2. By Lemma 1, vertex u can be inserted into B. K
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1.
Let x1 , x2 , ..., xk be the sequence of vertices of M on S listed in the order
they occur along C, i.e., M & S=[x1 , x2 , ..., xk].
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Suppose w1 # N +R"P2(xi) & N
&
R"P2
(v) for some xi # M & S. Then replacing
T with the new generalized C-bypass T $=xi w1vP2 reduces the size of S,
contradicting the minimality of S (note that \(T $) is not increased). Thus,
we have
N +R"P2(x i) & N
&
R"P2
(v)=< for any xi # M & S. (1)
By symmetry, we also have
N &R"P1(xi) & N
+
R"P1
(v)=< for any xi # M & S. (2)
By Lemma 1, we may assume that
dB(v)|B|+1, (3)
since otherwise, v can be inserted into B, resulting in a cycle which contains
more vertices of M than C does.
We will now show that N +P2"y(xi) & N
&
P2"y
(v)=< for all x i # M & S.
Suppose to the contrary that N +P2"y(xi) & N
&
P2"y
(v){< for some
xi # M & S.
Set t=max[i | N +P2"y(xi) & N
&
P2"y
(v){<, i=1, 2, ..., k]. By the choice of
t, we have
N+P2"y(xi) & N
&
P2"y
(v)=< for i=t+1, t+2, ..., k. (4)
In this case, we also have
N&P1"x(xi) & N
+
P1"x
(v)=< for i=t+1, t+2, ..., k. (5)
for otherwise, setting w1 # N &P1"x(xi) & N
+
P1"x
(v) for some i # [t+1,
t+2, ..., k] and w2 # N +P2"y(xt) & N
&
P2"y
(v), we obtain the new generalized
C-bypass xt w2vw1x i with S=C[x+t , x
&
i ], contradicting the minimality
of S.
Combining (1), (2), (4), and (5), we have N +R (xi) & N
&
R (v)=< and
N&R (xi) & N
+
R (v)=< and hence |N
+
R (x i)|+|N
&
R (v)||R|&1, |N
&
R (xi)|+
|N +R (v)||R|&1, for i=t+1, t+2, ..., k. Thus, it follows that
dR(x i)+dR(v)2 |R|&2 for i=t+1, t+2, ..., k. By inequality (3) and
Lemma 4, xi can be inserted into B for i=t+1, t+2, ..., k. By Lemma 2,
[xt+1 , xt+2 , ..., xk] can be multi-inserted into B, yielding a yx-path B$.
Obviously, C$=B$C[x, xt] xtw2 P2[w2 , y] forms a cycle, where w2 #
N+P2"y(xt) & N
&
P2"y
(v). If \(T )=0, then T[x, w2] is a generalized C$-bypass,
contradicting the minimality of T (note that S is not increased). If
\(T )=1, then we set w to be the common vertex of P1 and P2 other than
v, x, and y. In this case, if w2 # P2[w, y], then T [x, w2] is a generalized
C$-bypass, contradicting the minimality of T; if w2 # P2[v, w], then
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T $=T[w, w2] is a generalized C$-bypass with \(T $)=0, contradicting the
minimality of \(T).
Therefore, we have that
N +P2"y(xi) & N
&
P2"y
(v)=< for all xi # M & S. (6)
By symmetry, we may also suppose that
N &P1"x(xi) & N
+
P1"x
(v)=< for all xi # M & S. (7)
By (1), (2), (6), and (7), we obtain N +R (xi) & N
&
R (v)=< and
N&R (xi) & N
+
R (v)=< for all xi # M & S. Thus dR(x i)+dR(v)2 |R|&2 for
all xi # M & S. By Lemmas 4 and 2, M & S can be multi-inserted into B,
yielding a yx-path B$. Obviously, if \(T )=0, then TB$ forms a cycle
containing more vertices of M than C does, contradicting the choice of C;
if \(T)=1, then the cycle C$=P1[x, w] P2[w, y]B$ and the generalized
C$-bypass T $=P1[w, v] P2[v, w] satisfy \(T $)=0, where w # V(P1) &
V(P2)"[v, x, y], contradicting the minimality of \(T).
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. K
4. ALGORITHM
Our proof easily yields a polynomial algorithm for constructing a cycle
through M. First, since D is strongly connected, it is easy to find an initial
cycle which contains at least one vertex of M. Let v be a vertex of M not
on C. To find two shortest paths, one from v to C, another from C to v,
requires at most O(n2) elementary operations. By Lemma 3, one of the two
paths has length at most two. Therefore, to find an initial generalized
C-bypass T with \(T )1 requires at most O(n2) elementary operations.
Obviously, the value of the 4-tuple ( |M|&|V(C) & M|, \(T ), |S| , |T | ) for
the initial cycle C and bypass T is less than ( |M|, 1, n, n). Whenever we
obtain a contradiction in the proof, the algorithm will reduce the 4-tuple
by at least one. Thus, the number of steps to reduce the 4-tuple from
(|M|, 1, n, n) to (0, 0, 0, 0) is at most O( |M| n2). Since each step requires at
most O(n2) elementary operations, the total number of elementary operations
performed by the algorithm is O( |M| n4).
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